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ABSTRACT
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), cancer is one of the leading
causes of death in the world, with 8.2 million deaths in 2012. More than 60 percent of
the world’s total new annual cases occur in Africa, Asia, and Central and South
America. These regions account for 70 percent of the world’s cancer deaths. In lowand middle-income countries, treatment for cancer is not widely available. Health
systems are often not equipped to deal with detection and treatment of cancers.
Prevention and early detection programmes are often weak or non-existent. This
situation is exacerbated in some cases by the high cost of treatment and in particular
the high cost of newer cancer medication. The unsustainability of cancer medication
pricing has increasingly become a global issue creating access challenges in low-and
middle-income but also high-income countries. This report describes recent
developments with pricing of medicines for the treatment of cancer, discusses what
lessons can be drawn from HIV/AIDS treatment scale up and makes some
recommendations to help increase access to treatment for people with cancer.
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), cancer is one of the
leading causes of death in the world, with 8.2 million deaths in 2012.1 Lung,
female breast, colorectal, and stomach cancers were the most commonly
diagnosed cancers: more than 40 percent of all cancers. Lung, stomach, liver,
colon and breast cancer cause the most deaths. While cancer is often
categorized as a non-communicable disease (NCD), 20 percent of cancer
deaths in low- and middle-income countries are linked to viral infections such
as hepatitis and human papilloma virus (HPV).2 Infection-related cancers in
Sub-Saharan Africa account for 33 percent and in China for 27 percent.3
While death rates from cancer in wealthy countries are slightly declining
because of early diagnosis and the availability of treatment, this is not the
case in low- and middle-income countries. The rates are rising in low- and
middle-income countries, partly because of the aging of the population.
Currently 14 million people a year are diagnosed with cancer. That will
increase to 19 million by 2025, 22 million by 2030 and 24 million by 2035.
More than 60 percent of the world’s cancer cases occur in Africa, Asia, and
Central and South America.4
Some of the common cancer types such as breast cancer, cervical cancer,
oral cancer, and colorectal cancer respond well to treatment when detected
early. Some cancer types, such as leukaemia and lymphoma in children and
testicular seminoma, can be cured provided the appropriate treatment is
given, even when disseminated.
In low- and middle-income countries, however, treatment for cancer is not
widely available. According to the Global Task Force on Expanded Access to
Cancer Care and Control, only 5 percent of global resources for cancer are
spent in the developing world, yet these countries account for almost 80
percent of disability-adjusted years of life5 lost to cancer globally.6
Health systems are often unable to deal with cancer treatment. Prevention
and early detection programmes are weak or non-existent. This situation is
exacerbated by the lack of financing for healthcare and low health insurance
and social security coverage. In low-income countries, the lack of resources
requires prioritization of life-saving treatments with high public health impact
over cancer care. In certain cases, the high cost of treatment and in particular
the high cost of cancer medication throws up additional barriers.
This report will describe recent trends in the pricing of medicines for the
treatment of cancer, it will discuss what lessons can be drawn from dramatic
price reductions of antiretrovirals (ARVs) and subsequent HIV/AIDS treatment
scale up, and make some recommendations to help increase access to
treatment for cancer medications, with a particular emphasis on India. India is
a particular focus of the report because it is an important lower middle-income
country with large unmet needs in cancer care and it has considerable
production capacity and potential to produce low-cost medications. Some
states in India have announced programmes to provide free medicines to its
4
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population. The first compulsory patent license for a cancer drug was granted
by India. The report also looks at price developments in the US. The US is an
important innovator in the cancer field and has the highest expenditure for
health per capita in the world. But the cost of new cancer medications is
creating problems for those US citizens who pay out-of-pocket – even for
those who only pay partially as well as for health insurance.

2 PRICING OF MEDICINES
Setting of a price is a function of the affordability of the society in which we
work. Simply because we have a patent or simply because we have data
exclusivity doesn't suddenly make the population rich. These are two different
issues and industry needs to be wise and thoughtful or else the bargain will be
destroyed or never consummated in the developing countries.
7

Sir Andrew Witty, CEO GlaxoSmithKline, 2011

The unsustainability of high prices of new medicines is increasingly becoming
an issue of global concern. In developing countries, governments and
individuals struggle to pay for products that are priced at several times the
level of their per capita GDP.8 Particularly in a situation where the product has
no competitors, buyers are at the mercy of a single provider, often the patent
holder of the product. The high prices of new medicines and in particular
those to treat potentially fatal diseases, also receive much attention in highincome countries. Prices of new cancer medication, for example, rise at a
higher rate than public and private spending on healthcare, creating
challenges even for health systems and individuals in high-income countries.
Cancer drug prices have doubled in the US in the last decade from an
average of $5,000 a month to $10,000.9
The problem of high drug prices has received a great deal of attention in the
area of HIV/AIDS because life-saving antiretroviral treatments were priced
out-of-reach of people and their communities in developing countries. But the
high drug price problem is by no means confined to HIV/AIDS as is illustrated
by the recent legal battles over cancer medications in India.10 Nor is it
confined to developing countries. The high price of cancer drugs in particular
is increasingly the subject of harsh criticism by consumers and the medical
profession globally.11,12,13
Medicine pricing issues in high-income countries
The US has the highest prescription drug prices in the world. Many patients
there pay a considerable part of the cost of treatment out of pocket. High drug
prices were responsible for 50 million Americans skipping medication in
14
2012. Nearly half of American adults were reported in 2012 to be either
without coverage part of the time or permanently underinsured. Lack of
healthcare coverage is an important concern for US citizens who are
confronted with a serious illness. Medical cost was the cause of 62 percent of
all personal bankruptcies filed in the US in 2007.15 In particular the cost of
cancer drugs has been a concern.

5
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One reason for this concern is the rising cost of medication in Medicare.
Spending on ‘part B drugs’, a category dominated by anticancer drugs, rose
from $3bn in 1997 to $11bn in 2004.16 Even for those individuals that benefit
from healthcare coverage, such as Medicare, the cost of certain cancer drugs
can be hugely problematic because of co-payment by the patient. Oncologists
of the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center described the consequences
of an $11,000 a month price tag for the colorectal cancer drug Zaltrap (zivaflibercept), which is marketed in the US by Sanofi and Regeneron. The
monthly out of pocket cost for the typical Medicare patient is $2,200 in copayment, which is more than the monthly income of half of the Medicare
patients. In other words prescribing this drug would mean leaving half of the
patients and often their families without money to live on. In an op-ed in the
New York Times, three oncologists took a public stand not to prescribe the
drug and to opt for a less costly and equally effective treatment instead.17
Following the publicity of this announcement, Sanofi swiftly lowered the price
of Zaltrap by 50 percent. This reduction brought the price closer to the price
level of its competitor product Avastin at $5,000 a month, which is still a hefty
price.
As recently as May 2013 a group of over 100 experts in chronic myeloid
leukaemia (CML) published an editorial in Blood drawing attention to the
effects of high cancer drug prices for patients and the healthcare system.
They highlight the case of Novartis’s product Gleevec (imatinib), which today
comes with a price tag in the US of $92,000 per year. The authors point out
that the development cost has long been earned back by the company and
that the number of patients using imatinib continues to rise, which should lead
to a reduction in price. Instead, since the introduction of imatinib in the US in
2001, the price has nearly tripled.18
Box 1 – Call for action on cancer drug prices
In April 2013, 100 experts in chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) raised the
alarm about the high prices being charged for new cancer drugs. They stated
that the unsustainably high prices harm patients. They proposed a dialogue to
find solutions to high prices. They called for immediate action when they
wrote:
‘As physicians, we follow the Hippocratic Oath of “Primum non nocere”, first
(or above all) do no harm. We believe the unsustainable drug prices in CML
and cancer may be causing harm to patients. Advocating for lower drug prices
is a necessity to save the lives of patients who cannot afford them. Pricing of
cancer and other drugs involves complex societal and political issues which
demand immediate attention, and which will need to consider many factors
and involve many constituencies: FDA and governmental regulators; changes
in legislation; patent laws; multitudes of regulatory agencies in the US and
internationally; offices of human research protection (OHRP); impediments by
lawyers and contract research organizations (CROs) which increase the cost
of clinical research; patient advocacy groups; excessive regulation and
bureaucracy; profits of physicians and hospitals/pharmacies; insurance
companies; pharmaceutical companies; etc…We propose to begin the
dialogue by organizing regular meetings, involving all parties concerned, to
6
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address the reasons behind high cancer drug prices and offer solutions to
reduce them. For CML, and for other cancers, we believe drug prices should
reflect objective measures of benefit, but should also not exceed values that
harm our patients and societies.’19
In the United States, where HIV treatment comes with a price tag of $20,000
per year, waiting lists exist for state HIV drug assistance. In 2012, 2,000
people remained on such lists. It is anticipated that once the patent term of
HIV medications expires in the US, HIV treatment will become available for as
little as $200 per patient per year.20
The high prices of new HIV medication spurred a citizens’ initiative in San
Francisco called the ‘Stop Runaway Drug Pricing’ initiative, which aims at
giving local government officials the power to negotiate the cost of essential
medicines for various public health programmes. The initiative had collected
sufficient signatures for the proposal to pass with an 80 percent majority at
local elections on 5 November 2013.21,22
In Western Europe the public has largely been protected from the high cost of
pharmaceutical care because the financing of healthcare does not fall on
individuals. However, the economic crisis and subsequent austerity measures
have put the spotlight on the fact that prices of new medicines have also
become unsustainable in Europe.23 The consequences of high drug prices are
most painfully felt in cancer care. In 2011 Roche stopped the supply of cancer
drugs and other medicines to Greek state hospitals because of unpaid bills.
Roche is the world’s largest maker of cancer drugs with $20.6bn in annual
sales. (The Greek healthcare budget in 2011 was €6bn (approx. $8.3bn)24)
Novo Nordisk had done the same for insulin.25
The more affluent European countries also struggle with the high cost of
medicines. In 2012 the Dutch College for Health Insurance initially
recommended excluding three medicines for the treatment of the rare
diseases, Pompe and Fabry diseases, because they had become too
expensive. Pompe disease is an inherited disorder caused by the build up of a
complex sugar called glycogen in the body’s cells which impairs certain
organs and tissues, especially muscles, from functioning normally.26 Fabry
disease is caused by the lack of, or faulty, enzyme needed to metabolize
lipids. Symptoms usually begin during childhood or adolescence and include
burning sensations in the hands that get worse with exercise and hot weather
and small raised reddish-purple blemishes on the skin. Lipid storage may lead
to impaired arterial circulation and increased risk of heart attack or stroke. The
heart may also become enlarged and the kidneys may become progressively
involved. Other signs include decreased sweating, fever, and gastrointestinal
difficulties.27 These diseases affect small numbers of patients in the
Netherlands (Pompe 100 patients, Fabry 40–50) but the treatment costs are
in the millions each year (€44m ($49m) for Pompe and €11m ($12) for
Fabry).28
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This news sparked a national debate on the reimbursement of medicine costs
and the role of the pharmaceutical industry in the development and pricing of
the products.
The chair of the board of the Erasmus Medical Centre in Rotterdam has called
on the government to set up a not-for-profit R&D consortium for rare diseases
in the EU to ensure the development of treatments for rare diseases and
decrease dependency on the pharmaceutical industry.29 Dr H. Schellekens,
Professor of medical biotechnology at the University of Utrecht and member of
the Dutch medicines board, called for a radical overhaul of the innovation
system, and suggested abolishing pharmaceutical patents to use the savings
to invest in R&D directly.30
In the UK some National Health Service trusts have denied patients innovative
cost-effective treatments recommended by NICE because they considered
them too expensive. This included, for example, the cancer medication
erlotinib.31 NICE chairman Sir Michael Rawlins has called the refusal to offer
patients NICE-endorsed treatments unlawful and encouraged patients to seek
relief in court.32
How are drug prices set?
The swift response by Sanofi, which dropped the price of Zaltrap by 50 percent
in response to the criticism of influential oncologists in the New York Times
illustrates the mysterious ways of price setting by pharmaceutical companies.
There seems to be no link between production cost and price. The actual
production cost of a product can be very low, as is shown when a patent expires
and generic manufacturers enter the market, when price reductions of 99
percent can occur. The mark-ups are well above marginal cost of production,
meaning the profit can be huge, in particular if the company dominates the
market, as in the case of patent holders. One example is sofosbuvir, a new oral
treatment for hepatitis C which can be manufactured for $68–136 per 12-week
course but comes with a list price of $80,000 for a 12 week treatment course.33
Nor does there seem to be a connection between medical value and price.
Sorafenib sold by Bayer as Nexavar is a cancer medication indicated for
advanced liver cancer that may extend life by three months but costs $80,000
for a 10-month course. For kidney cancer the average price is $96,000 per year
and it needs to be taken for five years. In India, Bayer’s patented sorafenib price
was approximately $5,551 for one month’s treatment. The Indian generic
producer NATCO makes a generic version of sorafenib for $177,34,35 which
brings the average cost for a 10-month course of liver cancer treatment to
$1770 and for a five-year treatment course for kidney cancer to $10,620.
Originator companies explain their pricing strategies by the need to generate
resources to invest in the R&D of new products. According to the industry, it
costs $1.2bn in R&D expenses to bring a drug to market.36 However, there is
insufficient transparency about drug companies’ R&D costs to allow a blind
acceptance of that assertion. Andrew Witty, CEO of GlaxoSmithKline, called
this $1bn figure, ‘one of the great myths of the industry.’37 An analysis of
pharmaceutical R&D expenditure by Light and Warburton published in
Biosocieties, concluded that the median R&D cost for a company was around
$56m per drug.38 Best estimates of Novartis’ R&D expenditure towards the
8
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development of Gleevec (imatinib) are between $38m and $96m. The sales
for Novartis’ Gleevec in 2012 were $4.675bn, or $390m per month.39 (See
also section 2.1.2.)
Table 1 – Sales of the 10 leading companies in the global cancer market
2010* and 13 best selling cancer drugs40 (*Global oncology sales by the
pharmaceutical industry accounted for $61.45bn in 2012 and is expected to rise to $81.30bn
in 2018.41)
Company
Roche

Annual sales
Cancer drugs $
(2010)
20.6bn

Most important Products of the top 5
companies

Comments

Novartis

4.3bn

Avastin (bevacizumab)
Herceptin (trastuzumab)
MabThera (rituximab )
Xeloda (capecitabine)
Tarceva (erlotinib)
Gleevec (imatinib)

The top 3 products account for 79% of
sales in Roche’s cancer portfolio.

AstraZeneca

4bn

Arimidex (anastrozole)

Sanofi-Aventis

3.4bn

Taxotere (docetaxel)
Eloxatine (oxaliplatin)

Eli Lilly

3.4bn

Pfizer
Johnson & Johnson
Takeda

2.1bn
2.0bn
1.9bn

Bristol-Myers Squibb

1.7bn

Merck & co

1.3bn

Total top 10

46bn

Alimta (pemetrexed)
Gemzar (gemcitabine)
Erbitux (cetuximab)

Gleevec accounts for 68% of Novartis’
cancer portfolio.
This product accounts for 38.5% of
AstraZeneca’s cancer drug sales. Arimidex
a hormonal post-surgical treatment for
breast cancer in postmenopausal women –
recommended by NICE in 2009 for
estrogen positive breast cancer.
Taxotere ,a drug to treat breast, ovarian
and non-small cell lung cancer, accounts
for 80% of Sanofi-Aventis’s cancer sales.
Eloxatine indication: colorectal cancers.
Alimta is used to treat- asbestosis-induced
mesothelioma, lung cancers.

Velcade (bortezomib)

By comparison, if one looks at the R&D costing figures of not-for-profit drug
developers, significant innovations seem possible for only a fraction of the
expenditure on R&D by commercial companies.
The October 2001 report by the Global Alliance for Tuberculosis Drug
Development, entitled ‘The Economics of TB Drug Development’, estimated
the costs of successfully developing a new chemical entity (NCE) to treat TB
to be approximately $36.8m– $39.9m (U.S. costs, excluding costs of failure).
This estimated range covers preclinical development ($4.9 m–$5.3m),
pharmaceutical development (at least $5.3m), and Phases I through III of
clinical development ($26.6m). If one includes the estimated cost of
unsuccessful projects the estimated costs of developing an NCE are
approximately $76m–$115m.42
More recent data is provided by the Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative
(DNDi). The DNDi estimates that the R&D expenditure for an improved
treatment (combination product with existing compounds) is between €6m and
€20m (approx. $8.3m–$27m) and €30m–€40m (approx. $41m–$55m) for the
9
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full development of an NCE. These figures do not include contributions in kind
from partners. If one applies standard attrition for the DNDi products, the
DNDi’s cost for the development of an NCE is estimated to be €100m–150m.
($112m – 169m) These estimates are based on real cost for products that
have been developed, or are under development, by the DNDi. 43
In conclusion, the cost of new drug development as an explanation for the
high prices of new medicines is not convincing. A more likely explanation is
that companies charge what the market can bear. And when it comes to
healthcare and certainly in the case of potentially fatal diseases such as
cancer, people are willing to bear a heavy burden even if the health benefits in
reality turn out to be limited.
It should be recognized that investment by governments in the research and
development of cancer medicines is substantial and that such public funding
is important in the development of new medicines. In 2011, Ashley Stevens et
al. published an analysis of 40 years of public sector research contributions to
biomedical R&D. They found that 153 new FDA-approved drugs, vaccines, or
new indications for existing drugs were discovered through research carried
out in public sector research institutions. These drugs included 93 smallmolecule drugs, 36 biologic agents, 15 vaccines, eight in vivo diagnostic
materials, and one over-the-counter drug. More than half of these drugs have
been used in the treatment or prevention of cancer or infectious diseases.
Public sector research was involved in 19 percent of the new drugs that
received priority review status by the FDA, indicating the importance of such
products.44
Table 2 – FDA-Approved drugs discovered through public-sector
research, according to type of review and chemical type, 1990–2007

10
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One could argue that transfer of the knowledge and IP created by public
sector research institutes with public sector investment should not be a basis
for high-priced products. In other words, should the public have to pay twice?
It seems only fair that if a product is developed with substantial public funding
the price charged to the public should reflect that fact. Government
investment into medical R&D is substantial, especially in the US. Of course,
the levels of such investment differ tremendously per country.
New drug development is costly. And the current innovation system is in need
of change to become less costly and more responsive to health needs,
especially those of neglected populations. Models are needed that lead to
sharing the results of research, that ensure transparency of clinical trial results
to enable independent assessment of the value of a product and, perhaps
most importantly, that include new models of financing drug development.
A global approach to the sharing of R&D costs to deal with the free rider
issues, where one country benefits from the investment of another without
making a contribution will, therefore, be required. Such an international
approach should be coupled with measures to ensure equitable access to
those innovations. One proposal is to delink the cost of the R&D from the
price of the product and develop new ways to share the burden of innovation
cost internationally. Some have proposed an international agreement on
medical R&D to achieve the objectives of financing for innovation and access
to those innovations.45 A joint WTO, WIPO, WHO study describes delinkage
as follows:
One important concept that evolved from this discussion is the concept
of delinking price of the final product from the costs of R&D. This
concept is based on the fact that patents allow developers to recoup the
costs and make profits by charging a price in excess of the costs of
production. This way of financing R&D is viewed as constituting a barrier
to access to medicines in countries where populations pay out of their
own pockets for medicines and thus cannot afford to pay high prices.
The principle of delinking is based on the premise that costs and risks
associated with R&D should be rewarded, and incentives for R&D
provided, other than through the price of the product. 46
If, for example, the research and development cost of new cancer drugs
would not have to be recouped through high drug prices in a few countries
those medicines would cost less and would be more widely available.
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3 CANCER AND CANCER MEDICINE PRICING
Is this going to have a big effect on our business model? No, because we did
not develop this product for the Indian market, let’s be honest. We developed
this product for Western patients who can afford this product, quite honestly. It
is an expensive product, being an oncology product.
Bayer CEO Marijn Dekkers responding to the Indian compulsory license for sorafenib (Nexavar) at the
Financial Times conference ‘Buffering the Pharma Brand: Restoring Reputation, Rebuilding Trust.’
3 December 2013.

Cancer is not one disease but refers to a large number of diseases. One
defining feature of cancer is the rapid creation of abnormal cells that grow
beyond their usual boundaries, and which can then spread to other organs.
Cancer is a leading cause of death worldwide and accounted for 8.2 million
deaths in 2012. About 30 percent of cancer deaths are due to the five leading
risks: high body mass index, low fruit and vegetable intake, lack of physical
activity, tobacco use, alcohol use. Sixty-five percent of all cancer deaths occur
in developing countries. According to WHO, the number of global cancer
deaths is projected to increase by 45 percent from 2007 to 2030 (from 7.9
million to 11.5 million deaths), influenced in part by an increasing and aging
global population. The estimated rise takes into account expected slight
declines in death rates for some cancers in high-income countries. New cases
of cancer are estimated to jump from 11.3 million in 2007 to 22 million in 2035.
47
Of all cancers, 30–40 percent are preventable.
While death rates from cancer in wealthy countries are declining because of
early diagnosis and the availability of treatment, this is not the case in the lowand middle-income countries where effective treatment is often unavailable.
In India, as is generally true of other low- and middle-income countries,
cancer is also on the rise. The Indian National Cancer Registry Program
(NCRP) supports a number of local cancer registries throughout India, almost
all in cities. The NCRP estimated the number of cancers in India at 946,172 in
2008, based on data from 2005–2006, rising to 1,148,758 in 2020.48
Much of this rise is because the population is aging, since almost all cancers
occur more frequently at older ages. In addition some risk factors associated
with cancer are on the rise. The 2011 census showed that 4.8 percent of the
population was over 65 years of age. That is not a high percentage by world
standards. However, the rate of older people in India has risen steadily since
1941, beginning with about 5 percent of the population over the age of 60,
and rising to 7.7 percent by 2001.49 The incidence of certain cancers is rising.
For example a study projecting the number of cancer cases in India estimated
that:50
 breast cancer incidence will rise from 90,659 in 2010 to 123,634 (in
females) in 2020;
 lymphoid leukaemia will increase from 15,802 cases in 2010 in males
and females to 18,449 cases in 2020;
 myeloid leukaemia will increase from 24,497 cases in 2010 in males
and females to 34,701 in 2020;
12
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the total number of all cancer cases in 2010 was 979,786 and is
estimated to rise to 1,148,757 in 2020;
cervical and breast cancer is projected to account for 20 percent of all
cancer cases in India.

Cancer care in India
There are specialized cancer centres spread throughout India, especially in
major cities such as New Delhi and Mumbai. These are thought to provide
high quality care. The problem is that the majority of patients present to a
cancer treatment centre in the late stages of the disease when cure is usually
unlikely. For example, only 9 percent of women with breast cancer present
early when treatment is usually successful.51 In a chapter on cancer, a
national report on the burden of disease states that treatment results for
cancer are 20 percent lower than those in other countries.52
Prevention and screening are not strategies commonly used in India. As in
other health areas, the public health activities concerning cancer are weak.53
Indian cancer specialists know that concentrating on treatment without
attending to prevention amounts to a poor strategy. However, to take the
example of breast cancer, mammography screening is ‘not applicable’ in
India. Once a year clinical breast examination should be feasible, but is not
being done at present.54, 55
Access to cancer treatment in India also suffers from weaknesses of national
health policy and lack of public health laws.56 Insufficient financing, as well as
inadequate human resources and facilities have resulted in a concentration of
services in urban areas. Many people must borrow money to access
treatment. A large, unknown number of people in rural areas cannot get
treatment at all.57
Cancer drugs are often very highly priced. These drugs, as in the case of
other drugs, are mostly paid for out-of-pocket. The National List of Essential
Medicines of India contains 348 drugs and includes the cancer drugs listed in
the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines (see section 4.4) and some that
are not on the WHO Model List. For example, imatinib is on the National List
of Essential Medicines in India.58
The price of newer generations of cancer medicines poses an important
challenge for India, a country seeking to expand universal cancer care for its
population. It may explain the requests for compulsory licenses for three
cancer drugs (trastuzumab, ixabepilone, and dasatinib) made to the
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) by the Ministry of
Health.
Prices of selected essential cancer drugs in low- and middle-income
countries
The report of the ‘Global Task Force on Expanded Access to Cancer Care
and Control’ provides estimated drug therapy costs for a selection of
chemotherapy and hormone therapy in low- and middle-income countries.
See Table 3.
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One can draw the following conclusions from this table:
 some cancer treatments can be provided at relatively low cost;
 prices of single-source products are significantly higher than multisource products and not affordable for low- and middle-income
countries;
 prices of the same treatments can differ widely.
The table shows that the lowest/highest price ratio for certain products varies
from 1 to 33. While patents can explain the high prices of 2 out of the 15
products in the table, patents are not the reason for the price discrepancies
seen for the same product. For example tamoxifen, which has the highest
low/high price ratio is not patented anymore and available from multiple
sources. These discrepancies indicate that greater price transparency can
help procurement officials to make better choices. Officials can use the global
market pricing information to select the best value for money and increase
access to treatment for more eligible patients.
Table 3 – Indicative chemotherapy and hormone therapy costs for selected
essential medicines for cancer in low- and middle-income countries
Agent (a)

Patent (y/n)

WHO

EML

Indicative cost per treatment ($)

adult

child

low

Anastrazole

n

Asparaginase

n

x

Carboplatin

n

x

Cisplatin

n

Cyclophosphamide

n

x

Dacarbazine

n

x

Doxorubicin

n

x

Imatinib

y

Mercaptopurine

n

x

x

Methotrexate

n

x

x

Paclitaxel

n

x

Rituximab

y

Tamoxifen

n

Vinblastine
Vincristine

x

x
x

medium
172

432

233
380

High/low
ratio

high
2,086

12

455

729

3

480

2,333

6

38

60

480

13

44

111

240

5

382

772

1,159

3

199

238

1,140

6

28,295

37,259

46,224

2

613

1,596

2,877

5

99

117

135

1

658

1,609

12,250

19

16,031

19,125

21,186

1

x

16

206

548

33

n

x

114

218

461

4

n

x

26

57

71

3

x

(a)Based on Essential Package of Cancer Services and Drugs for Low- and Middle-Income Countries. October
28, 2011. Page 157. http://gtfccc.harvard.edu/fs/docs/icb.topic1063570.files/ccd_report_111027.pdf
Estimated costs for anastrozole, imatinib, and tamoxifen are per year; costs can vary depending on length of
treatment course; each chemotherapeutic agent is part of a multi-regimen treatment protocol used for the
specific kind of malignancy – so total treatment costs for specific cancers will vary.
Pricing data in this table are indicative of buyers’ prices, usually government agency international bidding, or
tender, prices from public sources and are from the MSH Drug Price Indicator Guide which uses reputable
suppliers who meet quality standards.
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Cases of specific cancer drugs
In this section we will describe some of the cancer medications that have
been the subject of controversy, mostly because of high pricing. We have
selected proven effective treatments and a mix of older and more recent
products: dasatinib, docetaxel, erlotinib, imatinib, letrozole and trastuzumab.
Of these, only imatinib is included in the National List of Essential Medicines
of India. Three of the six medicines, docetaxel, letrozole, and trastuzumab are
medicines used in the treatment of breast cancer. Breast cancer is the fastest
growing cancer in India, and worldwide the most common cancer in women.
Table 4 below shows the average generic and originator price per tablet or
injection for dasatinib, docetaxel, erlotinib, imatinib, letrozole, and
trastuzumab in India, South Africa, the UK, and the US. The difference
between generic and originator prices is significant and shows that access to
generic supply is key to lowering the cost of treatment. However, within
single-source products, huge price differences can also be seen. For example,
the average price for one trastuzumab injection in South Africa is $2,115 while
the US average retail price is $631 and the average UK hospital price is $317.
These price differences indicate that South Africa could create savings
through price negotiations and better procurement.
Table 4 – Average price of six cancer drugs in four countries
Average DASATINI
trade
B
price in
US$
per unit
Per
Tablet
Generic
India
(total
sales)
S- Africa
(total
sales)
UK
79.06
hospital
UK retail
79.06
US clinic
162.39
Innovat
or
India
S-Africa
48.82
UK
hospital
UK retail
US clinic

DOCETAX ERLOTINI IMATINI
EL
B
B

Per
Injection

Per
Tablet

114.41

11.76

241.41

LETROZO TRASTUZUM
LE
AB

Per Per Tablet
Tablet
2.65

0.40

12.46

2.76

496.18

0.40

825.08
305.73

0.72
0.18

Per Injection

941.58

133.85
245.74
602.26

44.04
57.40

36.09
43.81

4.80
4.97

2,115.61
317.73

720.19
587.49

57.40
107.66

43.81
24.11

4.97
10.10

631.25
2,907.49

Source: IMS 2013.
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Trastuzumab - Roche (breast cancer)
Trastuzumab is a biotechnology product (monoclonal antibody) indicated for
the treatment of specific types of breast cancer. The US approved indications
for trastuzumab are:59
- HER2-overexpressing Metastatic Gastric or Gastroesophageal (GE)
Junction Adenocarcinoma – FDA approval in 2010.
- HER2-overexpressing Breast Cancer – FDA approval in 2006.
Trastuzumab is either prescribed as a monotherapy or as a
combined/adjuvant therapy with other chemotherapeutic agents (cisplatin or
docetaxel or paclitaxel).
Trastuzumab was developed and patented by Genentech and is currently
marketed by Roche as Herceptin. Roche acquired Genentech in 200960 and
holds the patent in certain countries. The patent expiry date of the base
compound is 2014. This patent was not granted in India because the product
was developed before 1995 when India did not grant patents for
pharmaceutical products. In 2007, a secondary patent was granted in India to
Genentech (the original developer, later acquired by Roche) on a composition
of the drug. This patent was valid until 2019.
However, Roche has relinquished its patent for trastuzumab in India. Roche
did this after the Kolkata patent office had revoked patents related to
trastuzumab.61,62
Roche has entered into an agreement with the Indian generic manufacturer
Emcure Pharmaceuticals Ltd. for lower priced (31 percent reduction) supply of
trastuzumab.63 Technically Emcure’s product is not a biosimilar because it
simply repackages the product produced by Roche. In January 2014, a
Bangalore-based biotech company in partnership with US generic drug maker
Mylan announced plans for the marketing of a trastuzumab biosimilar priced
at $933 per vial which is 25 percent lower than the Roche product in India.64,65
Roche has attempted to challenge the marketing of biosimilar trastuzumab
quoting misrepresentation as ‘biosimilar Trastuzumab’ and ‘biosimilar version
of Herceptin’ without following the ‘due process in accordance with the
guidelines for similar biologics’ for getting approvals in India.66
On 26 November Biocon and Mylan received marketing authorization in India
for their biosimilar trastuzumab products which they each market under
separate brand names.67
Trastuzumab is not on the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines (EML). In
November 2012, Knowledge Ecology International, the University of California,
San Francisco, Universities Allied for Essential Medicines (UAEM) & Young
Professionals Chronic Disease Network (YP-CDN) submitted trastuzumab for
inclusion in the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines. In their application
they point out that one possible supplier of trastuzumab suggested the drug
could be manufactured for $31 per gram, or $242 per year, roughly 1 percent
of the lowest Roche price. The current Roche prices range from $3,000 to
$9,000 per gram (1 gram of gold costs $42 – 4 November 2013).68
The WHO Expert Committee did not accept the proposal for inclusion of
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trastuzumab but acknowledged that an urgent review of the entire section of
cytotoxic medicines on the EML is called for. The Expert Committee
considered the applications in detail and noted the high quality evidence
showing relevant clinical benefits in support of both imatinib and trastuzumab
but deferred the final specifications of the medicines and their inclusion until
the review of the section of cytotoxics is completed.69 The review by WHO of
the section of cancer medications of the EML is due mid-2014.
Table 5 – Price of trastuzumab in $ for a one-year course70
This table provides prices as quoted in different sources for trastuzumab.
Country
Originator
Generic
US
49,000
UK
25,000 (2)
India
16,392 (4)
14,000 (3)
28,182 (6)
24,000 (6) (Emcure)
11,600 (5) (Biocon)71
China
54,000 (1)
South Africa
46,748 (6)
(1) http://www.ispor.org/consortiums/asia/ViH/An-Economic-Evaluation-of-Adjuvant-TrastuzumabTherapy.pdf
(2) NICE
(3) http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2013-02-01/news/36684537_1_cancer-drugs-rocheherceptin
(4) http://www.fiercepharma.com/story/indias-biocon-promises-herceptin-biosim-launch-fiscal-year-end/201308-21
(5) http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2014-01-20/roche-herceptin-copy-s-price-still-out-of-reach-in-india.html
(6) KEI trastuzumab_price_survey. Available here:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/pub?key=0AmviLxGklHUDdDJTRkx0anBKN0o4Z2FkLWVmbFlv
MGc&gid=2

Box 2 – Breast cancer
Breast cancer is a cancer that forms in the tissues of the breast. Breast
cancer occurs in both men and women, although male breast cancer is rare.
In 2013, an estimated 232,340 women were diagnosed as having breast
cancer in the United States, and an estimated 39,620 women died from breast
cancer. The age-adjusted incidence rate of breast cancer in the United States
is 123.8 cases per 100,000 women. This may be contrasted with the ageadjusted incidence rate of 22.8 per 100,000 in India in 2006, projected to be
the same in 2015.72 In terms of burden of disease (Disability-Adjusted Life
Years - DALYs), the US had 678.42 DALYs in 2010, while India had 232.98.
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women in India.73
A number of factors have been found to be associated with breast cancer,
including family history, nulliparity (no pregnancies), early menarche
(menstruation), advanced age, and personal history. Of all women with breast
cancer, 5–10 percent are found to have the BRC1 or BRC2 gene, and women
with one of those genes have a 40–85 percent lifetime chance of developing
breast cancer. Breast cancer is also associated with certain exposures,
especially synthetic oestrogen (DES).
Breast cancer can be suspected when a lump is found in the breast, when the
breast has changed sizes, when there is discoloration of the skin of the
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breast, and other signs. Diagnosis begins with a professional medical history
and physical examination, including breast examination. Further diagnostic
tests include x-ray mammography (which is also used as a screening tool for
early identification and diagnosis of breast cancer), ultrasound examination,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examination, and blood chemistry
examination. If breast cancer is suspected from these examinations, breast
biopsy is carried out. In addition to microscopic examination of the tissue,
tests that can be carried out including oestrogen and progesterone receptor
tests, human epidermal growth factor type 2 receptor (HER2/neu) test, and
multigene tests.
For the purposes of this project, the HER2/neu test is particularly pertinent,
because it can indicate a cancer that will grow faster and spread faster than
other cancers. In such cases, the drug trastuzumab is indicated in primary
treatment. Approximately 25 percent of cancers in the United States
overexpress HER2/neu and are thus candidates for treatment with
trastuzumab.
The treatment of breast cancer depends on the stage of the cancer. Simply
speaking, breast cancer is classified into 4 groups, beginning with very small
cancers in group 1, larger cancers in groups 2 and 3, and cancers with local
extension of the cancer or spread through the body (or inflammatory cancers)
in group 4. Spread may be determined by such methods as lymph node
biopsy, chest x-ray, computed tomography (CT) scan, bone scan, or positron
emission tomography (PET) scan. The treatment and prognosis are closely
related to the stage of the cancer.
Treatment for breast cancer in all stages up to stage 4 always involves
surgery. In stage 4, that is, with cancer that has spread beyond the breast,
surgery is of limited benefit. In such cases, chemotherapy and/or hormone
therapy are routinely used. Trastuzumab is a commonly used type of
chemotherapy in this situation. Radiation therapy is also sometimes used with
stage 4 cancers. Treatment of stage 4 is palliative in intent. The purpose is to
improve quality of life, and, perhaps, to prolong life. Median survival is 18–24
months, although some patients live considerably longer.
For patients with stage 4 metastatic cancer overexpressing HER2/neu, a
chemotherapeutic agent plus trastuzumab is recommended for treatment by
the US National Cancer Institute.
Letrozole (Femara)– Novartis (breast cancer)
Letrozole is approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for the treatment of local or metastatic breast cancer that is hormone
receptor positive or has an unknown receptor status in postmenopausal
women. Letrozole is not on the WHO Model List of Essential Medicines.
Letrozole is marketed by Novartis under the brand name Femara. The product
is not patented in India, because it dates back to pre-1995, a period in which
India did not grant product patents. In the US the patent expired in 2010.
CIMS lists 33 producers offering the product. The price difference between
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the originator and the lowest generic price in India is noteworthy with a
high/low price ratio of 41.
Table 6 – Retail price of letrozole in India (per 2.5mg tablet)
Brand Name of
Company
Price Indian rupees
letrozole
(Rs.) ($ exc. rate
11.11.13)
Femara
Novartis
248.20 (4.50)
Oreta
Dr Reddy’s
37.80 (0.68)
Letromac
Maclead’s
33.80 (0.61)
Anolet
Zvizera
27.00 (0.49)
Fempro
Cipla
6.00 (0.10)
Source: CIMS.COM
In 2008, Thailand issued compulsory licenses for four anti-cancer drugs,
including letrozole, to allow the use and importation of generic versions from
India where those products were not patented and from where they could be
exported without further legal requirement. The justification for the decision
was the high price charged by Novartis. The price of one tablet of 2.5mg of
Novartis’s letrozole was 230 Baht ($ 7.35), while the price of the generics was
6–7 Baht ($0.19 –0.22), representing a price differential of 30.74
Imatinib mesylate (Gleevec) – Novartis (CML)
Imatinib mesylate is the drug of choice to treat chronic myeloid leukaemia and
is marketed by Novartis as ‘Glivec’ or ‘Gleevec’.75 The invention of the original
Gleevec compound dates back to 1993, the pre-1995 period when India did
not have a product patent system.76 Nor was it possible to make a mailbox
application because the mailbox system was not established until 1995,
according to WTO requirements. In 1998, Novartis did submit a mailbox
patent application for the new form of imatinib mesylate.
It was this patent application for Imatinib that became subject to fierce battles
over its patentability in India. Natco Pharma Ltd., an Indian drug firm that
produced a generic version of the product, and the Cancer Patients Aid
Association (CPAA) opposed the grant of the patent.
In 2006 the Indian Patent Office rejected a patent application by Novartis for
the beta crystalline form of imatinib mesylate. Novartis appealed the decision
of the Indian Patent Office. After a seven-year battle in the Indian courts, the
Supreme Court of India on 1 April 2013 confirmed that the patent application
failed to meet the requirements for patentability under Indian law. Public
health advocates the world over closely monitored the court case because of
its potential effect on the supply of affordable generic medicines originating in
India.
The patent application for the beta crystalline form of imatinib mesylate was
rejected because it was not considered innovative. In other words it
concerned a modification of a known molecule. Indian patent law (section
3(d)) explicitly requires that patents only be granted for compounds that are
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truly new and innovative. For new forms of known compounds, Indian law
requires patent applicants to prove significantly improved efficacy to achieve
eligibility for a patent. India introduced this requirement to prevent the practice
of continually extending or ‘evergreening’ of medicines’ patents by seeking
patents for minor alterations to the original molecule or known compounds.
The Supreme Court clarified that this requirement of improved efficacy refers
to therapeutic efficacy. Thus, the Supreme Court ruled that the Novartis
application for a patent for imatinib mesylate did not meet the requirement of
section 3(d).
Box 3 – Section 3(d) Indian Patents Act
The text of Section 3(d) of the Indian Patents Act reads as follows:
‘the mere discovery of a new form of a known substance which does not
result in the enhancement of the known efficacy of that substance or the mere
discovery of any new property or new use for a known substance or of the
mere use of a known process, machine or apparatus unless such known
process results in a new product or employs at least one new reactant.’
In practice this means that the Indian patent law explicitly requires that
patents only be granted for compounds that are truly new and innovative. For
new forms of known compounds, Indian law requires patent applicants to
prove significantly improved efficacy to achieve eligibility for a patent. Section
3(d) was designed to prevent the so-called ‘evergreening’ of patents, which
refers to a business strategy to extend market exclusivity of a product by
seeking patent protection for changes to that product. One example is seeking
a patent on a combination of 2 known medicines. Evergreening strategies aim
to delay the entry of generic versions of the product.
Indian law does not allow such patents. Section 3(d) is not in conflict with
India’s obligations under the TRIPS Agreement. The TRIPS Agreement
obliges countries to provide patents but allows flexibility in determining
national patentability criteria. This also explains why certain patents are
granted in one country while they are rejected in another.
Throughout the seven-year court battle the public health community around
the world paid close attention for at least two reasons:
 the expanded supply of low-cost generic imatinib mesylate was at
stake – with the Indian generic price at $170 versus $2,200 per month
from Novartis; and
 the effectiveness of section 3(d) was at stake. Section 3(d) has been
the basis of successful patent grant oppositions by patient groups and
other civil society organizations. For example, this provision helped to
increase generic supply of low-cost antiretroviral medicines to treat
HIV/AIDS in the developing world.
Graph 1 below gives the price of imatinib per patient per month in various
countries showing the steep discounts that can be obtained when there are no
patent barriers to generic drug makers entering the market. Imatinib is on the
National List of Essential Medicines of India.
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In 2008, Thailand issued a compulsory license for imatinib, price being the
main reason.77 The price of a 100mg tablet of the originator brand costs 917
Baht ($29.30), while the generic version costs 50–70 Baht ($1.59–2.23),
representing a price differential of almost 20 times the amount for a patented
medicine than its generic equivalent. A government assessment of the effect
of the compulsory license (CL) concluded that by 2009 the availability of
imatinib in the Thai health care system had led to 2435 quality-adjusted life
years (QALYs) gained.
Graph 1 – Cost of imatinib brand Gleevec (blue bars) and cost of generic
imatinib per patient per month (red bars)

South Africa 3,227
US 2,924*

UK 2,861*

Cost in $

India 2,222

Brazil 1,249

India (Cipla) 167
India (Natco) 176

* Public Procument Price
Source: MSF-India 2013

Box 4 – Leukaemia
Leukaemia is a cancer of the blood-forming organs, such as the bone marrow,
that causes large numbers of abnormal cells to enter the circulation of the
blood. Leukaemia is named for the type of affected cell, either the lymphoid
cell or the myeloid cell. The estimated number of new cases of leukaemia in
the United States in 2013 was 48,510. The estimated number of deaths was
20,720. In terms of burden of disease, the US had 165.35 DALYs per 100,000
in 2010. India had 102.56 DALYS per 100,000. Leukaemia is the leading
cancer of children.
Leukaemia is grouped by how quickly the disease develops and worsens.
Chronic leukaemia develops slowly and the blood cells behave somewhat
normally. Symptoms are mild at first and may be slow to develop. Acute
leukaemia develops more quickly and the cells do not do their normal work.
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Acute leukaemia usually worsens quickly. Leukaemia causes many
symptoms. Some symptoms that may be seen include weakness and
tiredness, fever, easy bruising, shortness of breath, weight loss, pain in the
bones and joints, swollen lymph nodes, and frequent infection. Diagnosis is
done by medical examination and lab testing, including blood count and
differential, blood chemistry, tests of blood coagulation, and active screen for
infection. Treatment is primarily by chemotherapy.
Acute Lymphocytic (Lymphoblastic) Leukaemia (ALL)
This type of leukaemia affects the lymphoid cells. It is the most frequent cause
of leukaemia in children, but also affects adults. There are about 5,000 cases
a year in the United States. Among children with ALL in the United States,
more than 95 percent attain remission. Approximately 80 percent of children
from age 1-18 will have a prolonged remission without symptoms. Treatment
is by chemotherapy agents, such as vincristine and corticosteroids. This
treatment is difficult and must be carried out in a specialized medical centre
where supportive care, including transfusions, is possible.
Successful treatment of adults with ALL also relies on chemotherapy. It is
important to treat or prevent ‘sanctuary-site disease’, especially in the central
nervous system. Younger patients have a better prognosis, and signs of
central nervous system involvement indicate a poor prognosis.
Chronic Myelogenous (Myeloid) Leukaemia
This cancer is of the myeloid cells and is seen predominantly in adults. There
are an estimated 5920 cases of CML in the United States in 2013 and 620
deaths. The most common finding during diagnosis of CML is an enlarged
spleen. Laboratory diagnosis is usually easily carried out because of typical
cells. The median age of CML patients is about 67 years. Longevity was
about four to six years, but it is improving with the availability of newer agents.
For information about CML in India see Chapter 3.
Dasatinib (Sprycel) – Bristol-Myers Squibb (CML)
Dasatinib is sold as Sprycel by Bristol-Myers Squibb. Dasatinib received
USFDA indication for Chronic Phase Philadelphia chromosome-positive
Chronic Myelogenous Leukaemia (CP-CML) in 2010.
Other indications are: Chronic Phase (CP) Chronic Myelogenous Leukaemia
(CML) with resistance or intolerance to prior therapy (FDA approved in 2007)
and Chronic Myelogenous Leukaemia (CML) and Philadelphia chromosomepositive Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia (ALL) with resistance or intolerance
to prior therapy (FDA approved in 2006).78
According to La Revue Prescrire (LRP), based on currently available
evidence, imatinib is a better choice for 1st line treatment. LRP considers
dasatinib possibly helpful in CML patients not responding to other treatments
e.g. imatinib. Long-term data on survival with dasatinib versus imatinib is
currently lacking.79
The three US patents on dasatinib are held by BMS and will all expire in
2020.80
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According to Knowledge Ecology International, based upon the data publicly
available regarding clinical trials, it is estimated that BMS spent between
$6.5m and $26m on clinical trials related to the FDA approval of the BMS
version of dasatinib, for the indications ALL and CML. US-government funding
for clinical trials for treatment of leukaemia was substantial. See Table 7.81
Table 7 – Clinical trials sponsorship
Condition
All trials
Industryfunded
trials
ALL
90
55
Leukaemia
38
25
Leukaemia/CML 18
17
Leukaemia/ALL 16
10

NIH
funded

(%)
Industry

(%) NIH

29
12
1
5

61
66
94
63

32
32
6
32

Source: clinicaltrials.gov July 3 2008. Compiled by KEI.

BMS applied for and obtained orphan drug status for dasatinib in the US and
the EU, but not in Japan. Orphan drug status can be obtained for the
development of a treatment for diseases with a relatively small patient base.
Orphan drug status for a product means that the company can benefit from
tax breaks for clinical trial expenses, additional marketing exclusivity, lower
registration fees and/or direct grants.
When queried about the price of Sprycel, BMS responded as follows:
We price our medicines based on the cost to develop them, the scientific
innovation they represent, and the value they deliver to patients and
physicians. The price of SPRYCEL reflects the company's robust
research and development program for this drug moving forward and
competitive market pressures that affect our pricing considerations.
(Source: email from BMS to KEI, 22 July 2008)
In January 2013, following an expert committee’s recommendation, the Indian
Minister of Health recommended dasatinib for compulsory licensing to the
Department of industrial policy and promotion (DIPP). DIPP is still examining
the request by the MoH and a decision is pending.82
Separately, the generic company BDR Pharmaceuticals also applied for a CL
to be able to produce and market dasatinib.
BDR said its generic dasatinib would be available to patients at Rs. 135 ($2.2)
per tablet. BMS’ estimated comparable price is about Rs. 2,761 ($43.57).
BDR offered to pay a royalty and make the product available free to a certain
percentage of patients. This request for a compulsory license, however, was
rejected on procedural grounds – failure to meaningfully engage in obtaining a
voluntary license from the patent owner – on 29 October 2013.83 BDR and
BMS are also engaged in litigation over dasatinib before the Delhi High Court.
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Mims India lists 2 suppliers of dasatinib: Bristol-Myers Squibb and Natco
Pharma Ltd. that make a generic version of dasatinib. The price difference is
telling.
BMS and Natco have been engaged in a patent infringement battle over
dasatinib and a Delhi High Court injunction in June 2012 prohibited Natco
from continuing to sell the product.84 At least 2,500 patients were on treatment
using Natco’s generic dasatinib, until it was withdrawn following the Delhi High
Court order in June 2012.
Table 8 – Retail price Dasatinib 50mg tablet
Brand name
Company
Dasanat
Natco Pharma Ltd.
Sprycel
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Source: Mims.com (2013)

Price per tablet 50mg
($)
2.33
52.20

Docetaxel (Taxotere) – Sanofi-Aventis (breast cancer)
Docetaxel is used mainly for the treatment of breast, ovarian, prostate, and
non-small cell lung cancer. The originator brand is Taxotere and it is sold by
Sanofi-Aventis who acquired it after the merger with Rhône-Poulenc Rorer
(RPR). RPR developed docetaxel following the discoveries of researchers at
CNRS working on improvements to the production of Taxol.
Box 5 – The case of Taxol
Taxol or paclitaxel is isolated from the bark of the Pacific yew tree
(Taxusbrevifolia) and was discovered in 1967 by a US National Cancer
Institute. Taxol was developed under a 1991 cooperative research and
development agreement between NIH and BMS. The FDA approved Taxol in
1992.
The high price of the product and concerns about the technology transfer of
government funding innovations to the private sector lead to an investigation
of the NIH–BMS agreement by the General Accounting Office which
concluded that: NIH made substantial investments in research related to
Taxol, but its financial benefits from the collaboration with BMS have not been
great in comparison to BMS’s revenue from the drug.85 Some key findings
leading to this conclusion are below.
- The total R&D investment towards the development of Taxol by NIH had
been $484m.
- BMS’s sales of Taxol between 1993 and 2002 were valued at $9bn.
- The government, mainly through Medicare, contributed significantly to
payments for Taxol: $687m between 1994 and 1999.
- Royalties to NIH were 0.5 percent and netted the government $35m.
- The 1991 agreement between NIH and BMS included a fair pricing
requirement but it did not require that evidence be presented to assure that
Taxol was reasonably priced.
Taxol was the precursor of docetaxel and also a result of a Cooperative
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Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) between a company and
NIH. Docetaxel (Taxotere) was approved by the FDA in 1996.
Docetaxel was protected by US and European patents which were owned by
Sanofi-Aventis. The European patent expired in 2010. Docetaxel continues to
be an important anti-cancer medication. It is part of the WHO EML and the
Indian national EML.
In 2007, Thailand announced compulsory licence plans for docetaxel to be
able to access lower priced versions of the product for use in its healthcare
system.86 The Indian company Venus won an open bid to supply the Thai
healthcare system.87
Today there are several generic versions available on the world market. A full
treatment cost varies from $42 to $346, making the treatment affordable for
use in health systems in low- and middle-income countries. India has 26
different producers offering docetaxel.88

4 LESSONS FROM HIV AND PRICING OF ARVS
The myths surrounding efforts to expand cancer care—not a problem, not
affordable, not possible, will divert resources from higher priorities—once held
back progress in AIDS. Yet we have seen remarkable success expanding
access to HIV & AIDS services. We can do the same for cancer. Closing the
cancer divide would be a broad investment in the health, as well as the
economic and social well-being, of people throughout the world.
Dr Jonathan Quick, President and Chief Executive Officer of Management Sciences for Health

In the late 1990s the pricing challenges of HIV medicines in developing
countries were comparable to the pricing challenges we see today with cancer
drugs. Highly active antiretroviral (ARV) treatment was available in wealthy
countries and had changed AIDS from a death sentence into a manageable
chronic disease. But the drugs (ARVs) were available only from originator
companies, who controlled the patents. They produced small quantities
carrying paralysing price tags – $10,000 to $15,000 per person per year.
However, in the last decade the price of HIV medicines has dropped
dramatically with changes up to 99 percent and 10 million people living with
HIV in low- and middle-income countries today have access to treatment. The
drop in price of medicines was crucial in the drive to scale up treatment for
people living with HIV. What are the lessons we can draw from ARV pricing
for cancer treatment? And what are the differences?
Market for cancer drugs
Cancer is different from HIV. Cancer is not one disease. There are many
different forms of cancer and each form of cancer and stage of the disease
require a different intervention. Most cancers, as part of the primary treatment,
require surgery and or radiation. There are only a few cancers that can be
successfully treated only with chemotherapy (medicines). This characteristic
makes cancer different from HIV, which is an infectious disease that can be
successfully managed solely with medicines that people can take at home or
in their communities.
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It may also affect the potential market size. Part of what drove the drop in
prices of HIV medicine was the size of the market and the global funding
available to create this market. These market conditions do not as yet exist for
cancer treatments in low-and middle-income countries.
Generic competition
Generic competition in the HIV market has been essential in bringing the price
of antiretroviral medicines down dramatically. Prices of ARVs in the late 1990s
were set globally by the originators and were around $10,000 to $15,000 per
patient per year. Generic competition, mostly from companies in India, has
since then brought the price down significantly. And prices continue to drop.
The graph below shows reductions in the prices of the generic versions of the
WHO recommended first line triple therapy, as against prices of the originator
since 2007. The prices of the generic products of the triple combination
(TDF/3TC/EFV) have fallen by 67 percent since 2007, while the originator
price has remained the same since 2007.
Graph 2 – The evolution in price of different first line regimens

Source: MSF Untangling the web of antiretroviral price reductions 16th edition.

An analysis of price reduction strategies using the data sources on ARV
procurement from the Global Fund and the WHO Global Price Reporting
Mechanism (GPRM) shows the importance of generics and the failure of
differential pricing schemes, which have not decreased the prices of branded
ARVs to levels that can make these drugs universally accessible in low- and
middle-income countries.89
The effect of generic competition on the price of medicines is not confined to
ARVs. The price comparisons of single-source versus multi-source cancer
medication (see Chapter 3) indicate that generic production of cancer drugs
can help bring prices down. However, the size of the developing world market
for HIV drugs – that grew in response to political pressures – has certainly
helped to attract manufacturers and to create the demand.
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Small molecules vs. biologics – regulatory challenges.
Today’s ARVs are so called small molecules. Inter-changeability with the
originator product is necessary to obtain marketing authorization and WHO
prequalification for generic versions. Inter-changeability of small-molecule
products can be demonstrated with relatively simple bioequivalence studies. A
generic manufacturer does not have to repeat full efficacy and safety clinical
trials to do this. Regulatory requirements for biologics are different from
requirements for small molecules. Increasingly, new cancer medications are
called biotechnology products, meaning they are produced using living
systems such as plant or animal cells, bacteria, viruses and yeast. A generic
version of a biotechnology product is called a biosimilar product. The
development of a biosimilar is different from a traditional small-molecule
generic product because it is more complex and costly and thus requires
significant investment by the generic producer.90 Of the 52 new molecular
entities with an FDA indication for cancer approved between 2000 and 2011,
15 (29 percent) were biotechnology products.
In the area of HIV the WHO prequalification programme of medicines plays a
key role in providing regulatory pathways for generics. It has developed
standards, opened the way for fixed-dose combinations, and provided
national regulatory agencies with guidance on how to deal with fairly new
medications in the field of HIV. Similar activity for biotechnology medicines, by
WHO, does not exist at the moment. The regulatory standards for assessing
and approving marketing of biosimilar products that exist in Canada, the EU,
and the US differ from each other. There is a lack of clear regulatory
pathways for biosimilar products in many countries and a lack of
internationally agreed terminology and standards for assessing ‘similarity’. In
2010, WHO published guidelines for the assessment of biosimilar medicines
for national regulatory agencies (NRAs).91 There remains, however, a need
for WHO to step up the development of product-specific standards for their
assessments to deal with potential regulatory hurdles for biosimilar cancer
products in developing countries, and for its donors to ensure that WHO is
resourced to be able to do so.
Box 6 – Biosimilars and trade agreements
The US government is under pressure from its biotech/pharmaceutical
industry to demand an exclusivity period of 12 years in the Trans Pacific
Partnership (TPP) trade negotiations which would affect the availability of
biosimilars.92 The US indeed tabled such a proposal at the TPP negotiating
round in November 2013. It is important to monitor closely the biosimilars
issue in the TPP negotiations because such negotiations in the past have
often been a venue for the creation or expansion of non-patent-based
exclusive rights for pharmaceuticals.93
WHO Model List of Essential Medicines
In 2002, WHO included antiretroviral drugs in the WHO Model list of Essential
Medicines (EML) for the first time. This was important because the EML is the
basis for many national authorities to make their drug selections for their lists
and it helps to stimulate uptake of the recommended treatments at national
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level. The list also steers priorities in other medicine policy areas, such as the
WHO Prequalification.
The WHO EML does not include cancer medicines on the core list. Cancer
medications included in the WHO EML are on a so-called ‘complementary list’
and do not form part of the ‘core list’. According to WHO, the complementary
list presents essential medicines for priority diseases, for which specialized
diagnostic or monitoring facilities, and/or specialist medical care, and/or
specialist training are needed, or because of high cost.
The inclusion of ARVs in the EML was important in facilitating uptake of the
recommended treatments at national level. The last WHO expert committee
acknowledged that it should review the section on cancer medication.
Procurement issues and price transparency
It is not easy for procurement officers to have access to pricing information in
order to make sound purchase decisions. This is different for HIV where
organizations such as Médecins sans Frontières, UNICEF, and the Global
Fund provide information about prices paid by them or their recipients. In
response to this situation, Management Sciences for Health has published a
list of 2010 cancer medicine prices, mostly based on products listed in the
WHO’s 17th edition of the EML.94 This includes immunosuppressive
medicines, cytotoxic and adjuvant medicines, hormones and anti-hormones,
and medicines used in palliative care such as pain medication and
psychotropic medicines. However, it seems obvious that since this is the only
procurement tool available for authorities in low- and middle-income countries,
more support is needed. An updated WHO EML section on anti-cancer drugs
coupled with pricing information and procurement guidance would be a
necessary first step.
Nevertheless, management of pharmaceuticals in HIV programmes provide
important lessons for the procurement of medicines for NCDs, including anticancer medication. Hogerzeil et al. on behalf of the Lancet NCDs Action
Group list the following actions:




efficient selection and procurement and the use of generic medicines;
increased mobilization of resources to meet the needs of people that
currently have no treatment;
the use of TRIPS flexibilities, such as compulsory licensing to lower the
cost of patented medicines.

These recommendations are very much supported by the pricing information
for cancer drugs and the wide range of prices available on the world market.
Procurement of quality medicines at the best prices should be the standard
procedure. Greater international price transparency will enhance financially
sounds procurement especially in low- and middle-income countries needing
to make the largest public health impact with limited resources. If patents form
a barrier to accessing lower-cost generic versions, the use of TRIPS
flexibilities can help to overcome such barriers. Recourse to the use of TRIPS
flexibilities is both legal and sometimes necessary when patents block
national aspirations to develop cancer services.
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Box 7 – Expanding access to affordable cancer care
The ‘Global Task Force on Expanded Access to Cancer Care and Control’
draws heavily on experiences in HIV when it lists the following elements of a
pharmaceutical systems approach needed to increase access to affordable
cancer care:95
 international standard treatment guidelines (STGs);
 a list of essential medicines, vaccines, and health technologies for cancer;
 medicine price information and price reduction strategies;
 reliable national, regional, and global procurement mechanisms;
 effective quality assurance;
 engagement with manufacturers;
 action to address non-price barriers to palliation and pain control.
Political environment
HIV has a different political environment from cancer. A specialized UN
agency for AIDS, UNAIDS, exists. And there are funding mechanisms as well
as a very active civil society that includes organized groups of people living
with HIV. The poorly controlled HIV epidemic was seen as a national security
risk for the US early this century and was the subject of a study, by the US
National Intelligence Council commissioned by the White House, which
played an important role in the Bush administration’s decision to create
PEPFAR.96
Cancer does not exist in a parallel political culture. The pharmaceutical
industry and its supporters at the 2011 UN summit on NCDs lobbied hard to
ensure that there was little attention to the high cost of medication to treat
NCDs and instead steered the focus towards prevention rather than treatment
of people who are ill. Sarah Boseley, who follows global health issues for the
Guardian newspaper, commented:
We are hearing much about the prevention of the ‘lifestyle’ (or noncommunicable) diseases at the UN summit in New York, which is clearly
a very good thing, but little about treatment for cancer, heart and lung
disease and diabetes. Curiously, it was the other way round at the first
UN high-level meeting on a health issue in 2001, when millions of people
were dying from Aids.97
This is reminiscent of the earlier days of AIDS when the global health
community advocated for prevention but not treatment. Political activism for
HIV has turned this around and has been essential in many of the policy and
funding developments that have made treatment possible on a large scale.
Such political activism does not yet exist for cancer or other noncommunicable diseases, although the voices are becoming louder. A recent
opinion piece in the newspaper The Hindu called for all essential medicines
including anti-cancer drugs to be made available for free to all in need in
India.98 And the Indian Gleevec case received attention from activists the
planet over and has spurred activism in South Africa for patent law reform.99
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Financing of HIV versus financing of cancer care
For HIV treatment there are international funding mechanisms entirely
(PEPFAR) or almost entirely (Global Fund, UNITAID) devoted to scaling up
treatment in low- and middle-income countries. There are no such funding
mechanisms for cancer or other non-communicable diseases (NCDs). The
MDGs, for example, do not have a target for NCDs. Some have argued that
global health funding should become universal and move away from support
to vertical programmes.100 But in times of financial crisis a proposal to fund
healthcare is bound to fall on deaf ears. However, the high price of some
cancer medications should not be used as an excuse for inaction. Many
cancers can be treated with cheaper generic medications that are currently
available. In addition, the high price of some more recent cancer treatments
do not reflect the cost to make them and increased funding for cancer care
should go hand-in-hand with measures to bring the price of the newer
essential cancer drugs down.
Conclusion
There are important lessons from HIV that are applicable for reducing the cost
of cancer medications, in particular, costly patented products. However, the
political, policy and financial forces that have driven global action on
prevention and treatment of HIV for the last decade and a half do not as yet
exist for NCDs such as cancer. The success of HIV treatment scale-up has
shown it is possible to provide effective, sophisticated treatments even in the
most resource-poor settings. The argument, therefore, that cancer treatment
is complex should not be used as an excuse for inaction in the field of cancer.

5 PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANIES’ ACCESS
POLICIES FOR CANCER DRUGS IN LOW- AND
MIDDLE-INCOME COUNTRIES
Developing country markets and in particular middle-income countries are
increasingly important for the pharmaceutical industry because of market
growth potential. In low- and middle-income countries there are huge unmet
needs offering important sales opportunities. Pharmaceutical markets in highincome countries are, of course, important for the industry, but the growth of
these markets has come to a halt or is slowing down. Table 9 shows that the
double digit growth markets will be in Asia and Latin America in the next
decade.101
Table 9 – Pharmaceutical market growth by region
Region
North America
Europe (EU + non EU)
Asia (including Indian Sub-continent)
/Africa/ Australia
Japan
Latin America

Market growth
2013 (%)
-2.7–0.3
-1.8–1.2
11.4–14.4

Market growth projections
2012–2017 (%)
0.7–3.7
-0.4–2.6
11.4–14.4

2.8–5.8
9.0–12.0

1.7–4.7
10.0–13.0

Source: IMS Health Market Prognosis June 2013
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Low- and middle-income countries often have a small but wealthy highincome population that is of interest to the industry because it can afford to
pay for high-priced medicines. However, for companies to have a social
license to operate in developing country markets they will have to develop
strategies to serve the needs of the entire population, in the interests of public
health.
This section describes the access policies of a selection of pharmaceutical
companies that have important cancer drug portfolios or cancer drug
development projects. The information for this section was collected through
research on companies’ websites and other publicly available sources.
Pharmaceutical companies have a responsibility to make their products
available to those in need. Growing demand for cancer care in low- and
middle-income countries requires companies with cancer drug portfolios to
develop access strategies.
Roche102
Roche is by far the most important player in oncology with an annual turnover
in anti-cancer drugs of more than $20bn. Roche’s strategy with regards to
access to medicines in the developing world is set out in the document
‘Access to Healthcare –Roche’s global commitment’. According to this
document, the aim of the company ‘is for every person who needs our
products to be able to access and benefit from them’. The paper goes on to
say that ‘Roche shares a joint responsibility with governments, international
organizations and the rest of our industry to tackle the challenges of improving
access to quality healthcare.’ The four key elements of Roche’s approach are:
1) delivering innovation; 2) improving affordability; 3) strengthening healthcare
infrastructure; and 4) increasing awareness and patient support. Roche lists
the following approaches for improving affordability:
 securing reimbursement through commercial arrangements and/or
differential pricing;
 assisting patients who pay out-of-pocket through patient assistance
programmes;
 contributing to the development of private health insurance
coverage.
With regards to intellectual property, Roche does not apply for new patents on
any medicine in LDCs and low-income countries. For HIV medicines Roche
does not enforce patents in Sub-Saharan Africa (Roche has only one ARV in
its portfolio which is not part of the WHO recommended regime), and it
practises ‘no-profit’ pricing. There is no mention of similar approaches to
cancer drugs.
Roche is in the process of establishing differential pricing programmes for
their therapies, including anti-cancer drugs, in low- and middle-income
countries. In the Philippines, Roche is experimenting with a tiered pricing
scheme for Herceptin that is linked to the individual patient’s ability to pay, as
assessed by a third party. There is no information publicly available about the
price levels that have been set, nor the outcome of the programme. However,
based on information from a blogger/journalist in the Philippines writing about
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his mother’s treatment it seems that the cost for a two-year treatment course
with Herceptin is about $17,000.103 Roche points out that there are many
challenges with implementing differential pricing, identifying the use of
international reference pricing as a concern. Roche calls for global solidarity
to ensure that lower prices granted to low- and middle-income countries are
not taken advantage of by high-income countries. They want to see intergovernmental action to ensure that reference pricing and parallel trade are not
used outside groups of countries of the same economic development level.
Another approach to differential pricing is through ‘second brands’ which
means that the same product has a different brand name and packaging from
the original Roche product. Examples of a cancer drug second brand includes
Herclon, a renamed and repackaged brand of trastuzumab (Herceptin)
provided by Emcure in India, following an agreement with Roche.
Novartis
Novartis describes its access policy as follows: ‘...enhancing access begins
with medical research, continues with product donations and new business
models, and is supported by action to strengthen healthcare in both
developing and advanced economies.’104
It lists the following as key components of its support to patients in need.
 Patient assistance programmes, such as the Glivec Global Patient
Assistance Program and the Gleevec US Patient Assistance Program,
which provide Glivec/Gleevec free or at reduced cost to patients in
need.
 Considering differential pricing possibilities for essential drugs on a
case-by-case basis, such as the malaria treatment Coartem for publicsector use in developing countries, at an average cost of less than $1
per treatment.
 Donations for diseases such as leprosy, tuberculosis (TB), and liver
fluke.
 Research against ‘neglected’ diseases that predominantly afflict
patients in developing countries.
 The Novartis Foundation for Sustainable Development develops and
implements innovative strategies and programmes to deliver health
services to impoverished people.
 New business models such as our Arogya Parivar105 programme – a
for-profit healthcare social initiative active in rural India.
With regards to cancer medication access, and in the context of this report,
Novartis’s direct-to-patient access programme – the Glivec International
Patient Assistance Program (GIPAP) for patients with CML (chronic myeloid
leukaemia) or GIST (gastrointestinal stromal tumour) – is most relevant. The
programme was launched in 2001. According to Novartis, GIPAP is active in
over 80 low- to middle-income countries, and donates to patients who are not
insured, not reimbursed, cannot pay for the treatment privately and are in
countries that have minimal reimbursement capabilities. It has provided free
imatinib (Glivec) to 16,000 patients in India.
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GIPAP is carried out by The Max Foundation, a small NGO based in the US
with partners in 43 countries administering the programme. The Foundation is
the company’s key collaborator in the administration of GIPAP globally. In
2003 the New York Times criticized Novartis for using the programme to
prevent generic supply by threatening to stop its donations when generic
versions of the medicines are made available, and to enlist patients to lobby
for reimbursement of the drug.106
Novartis’s preferred approach to access issues is the use of donations. In the
case of cancer medicines they use direct-to-patient donations, which involve
case-by-case management. Drug donations can never provide a sustainable
answer to the current cancer care crisis in low- and middle-income countries.
Differential pricing is only practised in the case of the antimalarial drug
Coartem – which is a second brand of the antimalarial drug
artemeter/lumefantrine sold under the brand Riamet for travellers from highincome countries.
The company does not have an access policy with regards to its patents.
Novartis specifically states that patents are not a main barrier to access and
mentions the lack of access to non-patented essential medicines on the WHO
Essential Medicines List as evidence for this statement. Novartis is open to
licensing of their patents for neglected tropical diseases research only.107 Its
website does not list any other patent licensing for access opportunities.
Sanofi-Aventis108
Sanofi has a dedicated Access to Medicines (ATM) department which focuses
on malaria, tuberculosis, neglected tropical diseases (sleeping sickness,
leishmaniasis, Chagas disease, Buruli ulcer), epilepsy, and mental disorders.
For these diseases Sanofi has medicines in its portfolio. The programme does
not mention cancer. Sanofi’s central approach to affordability is through ‘a
differentiated pricing policy to help ensure medicines are affordable for all’.
And to ‘Adapt our commercial offering based on the economic conditions in
the countries we seek to help’.
Cancer is mentioned in the context of support programmes for prevention,
diagnosis and follow-up, for chronic diseases (e.g., cancer, diabetes and
mental illness). But the website does not list a programme or outlines an
approach to provide access to Sanofi’s cancer medicines.
Genzyme, a Sanofi biotech company, works with Project Hope and the
National Cancer Coalition to donate medicines. It provides the following
information about access to its products in developing countries:
Outside the United States, medical care is often managed and funded by
national governments. In such countries, Genzyme works closely with
governments to help facilitate approval of our treatments and ensure that
they are accessible to citizens covered by national health services
(Genzyme.com).
In developing countries, we help physicians and local authorities build
sustainable health care systems that can pay for critical treatment.
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Where such systems do not yet exist, we provide free treatment to
patients in the interim until longer-term, sustainable solutions can be
established locally.
If you live outside the U.S. and need assistance getting or paying for
treatment, talk to your health care providers or a local patient
organization. You can also contact Genzyme in your region.
One of the company’s recent partners is the National Cancer Coalition
(NCC), a non-profit that has expanded beyond its original focus on
cancer to help us reach patients in Latin America. The NCC’s strong
regional presence and local relationships help the company import
medicine into some countries in the region, deliver it to patients, and
monitor their ongoing progress and needs.
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Bristol-Myers Squibb, according to its own website, is a global BioPharma
company that is producing medicine to help patients in their fight against
major diseases, including cancer.
The company says it is committed to providing patient access to healthcare. It
works towards that goal through public/private partnerships like Secure The
Future, and through its Patient Assistance Programmes which provide free
medication to ‘qualifying patients with financial hardship’ in the US.
On access to medicine in the developing world, the company claims to work
closely with government health authorities and other payers in seeking
marketing authorization and reimbursement for therapies, while also relying
on a number of companywide policies, programmes, and innovative initiatives
to guide their efforts.
Bristol-Myers Squibb stresses ‘with particular importance, the pressing need
for medications produced by this company in low-and middle-income
countries in the developing world.’ However, details of how the company tries
to meet this need are not provided. Secure the Future is a Bristol-Myers
Squibb Foundation that focuses on HIV/AIDS only and does not deal with
cancer. Since 1999 the foundation has allocated $150m in grants for medical
research and care and community support. It is not an access to medicines
programme as such.
BMS groups its ‘access to medicines in the developing world’ efforts under 9
different areas (http://www.bms.com/responsibility/access-tomedicines/Pages/default.aspx). The three areas ‘pricing and assistance’,
‘access management’, and ‘patent, licensing and technology transfer’ are
most relevant to this report.
The area ‘pricing and assistance’ lists the following with regards to access to
cancer medication.
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India. Through a third-party patient support agency ‘Oasis’, improve
compliance and medicine availability for patients with CML.
Argentina, Peru, Chile, Colombia. Provide compassionate use of oncology
products through physicians.
Russia. The site mentions ‘numerous activities’ to improve patients’ therapy
adherence.
Through the ‘Bridging Cancer Care’ programme of the Bristol-Myers Squibb
Foundation, seven initiatives to improve cancer care in Russia are supported
by Foundation grants. The grants, totalling $1m, focus on improving the
capabilities of nurses in cancer care.
The area ‘patents, licensing and technology’ lists a number of initiatives which
are almost all related to HIV or HIV/TB co-infection, as well as one in
neglected tropical diseases. There is no mention of licensing of patents or
other measures to help increase access to BMS’s anti-cancer drugs.109
The activities listed in the area ‘access management’ describe the HIV global
access programme and direct patient access to investigational drugs. It is not
clear whether this programme, implemented by the UK-based Direct Import
Programme: Idis, includes oncology products.
The website does not provide information about the number of patients that
have been able to benefit from access to cancer treatment under the listed
activities.
Bayer
Bayer has patient assistance programmes for kidney cancer and liver cancer
patients in countries of South and Southeast Asia, in Brazil, and several
countries in South Eastern Europe. In 2008, Bayer implemented a Patient
Assistance Programme in India along with the market launch of sorafenib
(Nexavar) in the Indian market. According to the Bayer website, the
programme reduces the cost of the monthly treatment of the patented Bayer
drug therapy for qualified patients enrolled, to about 10 percent of the regular
pharmacy price for the complete duration of treatment.110
According to MSF, Bayer’s access programme requires the patient to pay Rs.
30,000 ($493) for the first three days of the month then the patient can access
sorafenib from Bayer free for the next 27 days. Bayer’s access programme’s
cost of Rs. 30,000 per patient per month is still 4.5 times higher than the cost
of the generic sorafenib (Rs. 6,840 -$110).111
Conclusion
Drug companies’ policies for access to cancer drugs do not seem to be well
developed. The contrast with the publicized access programmes for HIV is
notable. Companies’ access approaches for cancer lean heavily on traditional
drug donations/charitable approaches and are often on a case-by-case basis.
For example, none of the websites mention licensing approaches for cancer
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drugs. Roche’s experimentation with second brand production of trastuzumab
by Emcure in India comes closest to a licensing approach.
Differential pricing can be interesting if the different pricing levels indeed
reflect the ability of the target population to pay. In reality this is hardly ever
the case as is illustrated by the case of Herceptin in the Philippines. GSK
announced last year two-tiered priced cancer drugs for the Indian market:
eltrombopag (Revolade) to increase platelet production in patients with
serious blood disorders, priced at Rs. 27,000 ($444) and pazopanib (Votrient)
used in the treatment of advanced kidney cancer at Rs. 58,000 ($954) a
month. India’s GNI per capita is $3,820 or $318 per month which shows that
these tiered prices do not reflect the ability to pay nor the fact that most
people in India pay for healthcare out-of-pocket.
Concerns about differential pricing being used in international reference
pricing may sound legitimate – but the evidence from HIV pricing does not, in
fact, support those concerns. Companies have maintained their high prices for
ARVs despite differential pricing programmes. As long as cancer drug prices
are seen as unsustainable in high-income countries, it may be difficult to gain
support for a global agreement that limits the use of reference pricing.
Nevertheless, Roche’s proposal to reach a global agreement on reference
pricing based on groupings of countries with similar levels of economic
development should be further explored if this could indeed lead to affordable
medicines and not ring-fencing of markets to maximize profits in each.112
The companies’ websites give the impression that none of them has a
coherent approach to access to cancer medication for people in low- and
middle-income countries. The statement by the CEO of Bayer – that they had
not developed the cancer drug Nexavar (sorafenib) for the Indian market, but
‘for Western patients who can afford the product’, is refreshingly honest and
confirms that the focus of the industry is on wealthy markets and not on
people in need. For this to change the business model of the industry will
need to change drastically.
The information in this chapter is based on publicly stated policies provided by
the companies on their websites. More in-depth exploration may be needed to
gain a full picture of companies’ approaches to increasing access to cancer
medications.

6 COUNTRY STRATEGIES AIMED AT DECREASING
THE PRICES OF CANCER DRUGS
I think compulsory licenses will be on the rise all over the world because it is
the middle path between extreme patent protectionism and patent
abolitionism. Shamnad Basheer113
Since the adoption of the Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health in
2001, countries have used the TRIPS flexibilities to access lower-priced
generic medicines. For example, compulsory licensing, including government
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use licenses and non-enforcement of patents by LDCs has been widespread
in the procurement of AIDS medicines. India and Thailand are the only
countries that have used compulsory licensing for cancer medication.
India
Compulsory licensing of cancer drugs
India is home to generic drug producers that are capable of making low-cost
cancer drugs. When a product is patent protected a generic company can
only make a copy if it has a license to do so. This can be a voluntary or nonvoluntary (compulsory) license. Non-voluntary or compulsory licenses allow
generic versions of cancer medications to be produced despite the existence
of a patent. In general, generic versions of medicines are less costly than the
originator’s product. The Ministry of Health recommended, in January 2013,
compulsory licensing of the patents on three anti-cancer drugs, dasatinib,
trastuzumab, and ixabepilone114 to the Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion (DIPP).115 To date India has granted a CL for the cancer drug
sorafenib tosylate to treat liver cancer following a request from generic
manufacturer Natco under Section 84 of the Indian Patents Act.116 This CL
marked India’s first CL for a medicine and is so far the only one.
Table 10 – Patent disputes in India involving cancer drugs
Product

Patent
holder

Sorafenib
tosylate
(Nexavar)

Patent
application
date India

Date CL
application

Grant/Rejection
CL

Bayer

2011
(Sept.)117

2012 (March)118
2013 (March)
CL upheld

Dasatinib
(Sprycel)

BMS

2013
(March)

CL request
Rejected 30 Oct.
2013119

Trastuzumab
(Herceptin)
Ixabepilone
(Ixempra)

Roche

2013 (Jan.)

BMS

2013 (Jan.)

Sunitinib
(Sutent)

Pfizer

Imatinib
(Gleevec/Glivec)

Novartis

2002*
(Aug)
mailbox
2007
patent
grant
1998*
(July)

Licensee/
Applicant/
opponent
NATCO
(CL)

Royalty

Legal status

6%
raised
to 7%
(2013
by
IPAB)

Bayer’s appeal
rejected by
IPAB (4/3/13).
Bayer
announced
plans to appeal
the decision.
CL request
rejected by
Indian patent
controller
Patent lapsed

BDR (CL)

NA

NA

NA

Patent
oppositions
by Cipla,
NATCO

Recommended
for CL by
expert panel of
MoH
Patent revoked
nonobviousness
grounds. (June
2007)
Patent rejected
non
compliance
section 3(d)
(April 2013)

*pre-2005 mailbox applications.
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Box 8 – Compulsory licensing of biologics
The development and production of biosimilar biotechnology products by
generic companies require considerable investments. Generic companies are
not likely to make such an investment if they are not assured that patent
barriers are cleared away. Civil society organizations in India have argued
that the announcement of the government’s intention to issue compulsory
licensing will stimulate the investment by companies into the development of
biosimilar cancer medications.120 Civil society also recognized technological
challenges in the production of biosimilars and, for example, with regards to
trastuzumab, they asked the government of India to establish a high-level
inter-ministerial task force involving biotechnology experts from publicly
funded research organizations and civil society organizations to address the
technological issues involved in the production of the drug.121
Cases of patent grant opposition for cancer drugs
Under Indian law anyone can file an opposition against the grant of a patent
by the Indian Patent Controller. Since 2006, generic companies and civil
society organizations have successfully used these so-called pre- and postgrant oppositions to prevent the grant of patents for certain medications. A
patent grant opposition has been successful in the case of cancer drugs; the
most prominent was the imatinib (Gleevec) case. Another successful patent
grant opposition concerned the anti-cancer drug sunitinib (marketed as Sutent
by Pfizer) used for the treatment of renal and gastrointestinal cancers by
Cipla.122 This opposition led to the revocation of the patent in question on 24
September 2012 by the patent controller in Delhi.123
Responses from industry – fierce response from US
The first and so far only compulsory license concerning a medicine and
successful pre-grant opposition of the Gleevec (imatinib) patent provoked
fierce responses from the industry and policy makers, in particular in the US.
One hundred and seventy members of Congress wrote to President Obama
complaining about the CL for sorafenib and expressing concerns about more
CLs to follow.124 Forty senators wrote to Secretary Kerry to express similar
concerns and Business groups established a new coalition – the Alliance for
Fair Trade with India – focusing on India’s IP policy.125
Thailand
Compulsory licensing for cancer drugs
During 2006–2008 Thailand issued compulsory licenses for seven drugs:
efavirenz and the lopinavir/ritonavir (LPV/r) combination (which are
antiretroviral drugs); clopidogrel (for the treatment of coronary artery disease);
and four anti-cancer drugs: letrozole (early breast cancer), docetaxel (breast
cancer), erlotinib (small-cell lung cancer), and imatinib (CML). Prior to the
granting of the CLs, a series of price negotiations took place with the patent
holders. However, the price reductions offered were deemed not sufficient or
came with unacceptable terms attached. The implementation of the
government use license for imatinib was subsequently suspended on
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condition that the original drug was provided free to low-income patients
under the government health insurance scheme and the Novartis Glivec
International Patient Assistance Program (GIPAP).
The Thai CLs were of the ‘government use’ variety. Thai law (Section 51 of
the Thai Patent Act BE 2522,) authorizes the government to use patents in
the general public’s interest, so that ‘any ministry, bureau or department of the
Government’ may exercise the rights in any patent ‘to carry out any service for
public consumption’. Government use licenses are fully compliant with
international law such as the TRIPS Agreement and are used by many
governments, including the US, for various public policy reasons.
The Thai decision to issue compulsory licenses for these medicines was part
of a series of cost containment measures that followed the decision to provide
universal health coverage in 2011. The Thai universal health coverage plan
extends healthcare to many poor Thai citizens and entitles those covered
under the plan access to the medicines contained in the National List of
Essential Medicines (NLEM). In 2003, Thailand also decided to provide
universal access to HIV treatment.
Table 11 – Prevalence of patients with cancer in Thailand
Type of Cancer
N patients (2004)
Breast cancer
28,426
Lung cancer
12,549
Stomach cancer
3,589
Leukaemia
1,107
Source: Burden of Disease and Injury Project Database, IHPP, Thailand.

Table 12 – Incidence of cancer in 2004 and 2012 in Thailand (projected)
Type of Cancer
2004
2012
Breast cancer
9,763
16,765
Lung cancer
9,001
12,176
Stomach cancer
2,030
2,624
Leukaemia*
2,152
3,078
*Within the number of patients in the Leukaemia registry, approximately 10–
18 percent have chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) mostly aged under 20
years old.
The Thai Health Intervention and Technology Assessment Program (HITAP)
carried out an assessment of the effects of the compulsory license measures
focusing on health impact, health-related economic impact, impact on trade
and foreign investment. The study also included a survey of the views of key
Thai and international stakeholders to assess the psychosocial impact:
healthcare workers, researchers/academics and civil servants, government
officials, the private sector, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and
foreign stakeholders.126 It is interesting to note in the context of this study that
the stakeholders interviewed about the Thai CLs were more supportive of the
use of such a measure for HIV than for NCDs. One explanation for this is the
common misunderstanding that CLs are not legal unless there is a state of
emergency or extreme urgency and, therefore, not suitable for use in chronic
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non-communicable diseases.
The assessments carried out by HiTAP show clear benefits in terms of access
to treatment. The study estimated the increase in the number of patients with
access to the four anti-cancer drugs over the five-year study timeframe as
follows: 8,916 patients for letrozole; 10,813 for docetaxel, 1,846 for imatinib;
and 256 for erlotinib.
The results, in terms of QALYs gained as a result of the CLs were as follows
(in order of drugs with the greatest health gains):
- Letrozole: 3,656 QALYs gained;
- Imatinib: a total of 2,435 QALYs gained (1,384 QALYs for Chronic Myeloid
Leukemia (CML) patients; 1,051 QALYs for Gastrointestinal Stromal
Tumor (GIST) patients);
- Docetaxel: 1,251 QALYs gained.
There was no QALY data was available for erlotinib.
Considering that these medicines are used to fight life-threatening diseases,
not issuing these government use licenses and extending the availability of
the products to people suffering from cancer would have been inhumane. The
following chart shows the number of patients with breast and lung cancer who
gained access to treatment as a result of the government’s action.
Graph 3 – Increase in number of patients with access to docetaxel to treat
breast and lung cancers following grant of government use license (GUL)

Source: Thai Ministry of Health, May 2009.122

Effects on export trade and foreign direct investment
Domestic criticism was often driven by a concern for adverse economic
effects as a result of trade sanctions by trading partners such as the US.
Thailand’s trade status was downgraded by the US from the ‘Watch List’ (WL)
to the ‘Priority Watch List’ (PWL) under the Special 301 provisions for
intellectual property violations. The US also withdrew three Thai export
products from the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) in 2007 but
granted GSP status to eight new products in the same year. The GSP
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withdrawal did, therefore, not adversely affect the overall export status. The
study also did not find any adverse effects on foreign direct investment. In
summary, the study found no short-term adverse economic effects of CLs.

Graph 4 – Price comparison products without and with CL 2007–2012

Source: Thai Ministry of Health quoted in: http://unctad.org/Sections/dite_totip/docs/tot_ip_0018_en.pdf

In conclusion, CLs for HIV and cancer drugs in Thailand have been important
for increasing access and lowering the cost of patented medicines, with no
short-term adverse economic effects.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The fact is that two-thirds of the world’s extreme poor are concentrated in just
five countries – India, China, Nigeria, Bangladesh, and the Democratic
Republic of Congo. If you add another five countries – Indonesia, Pakistan,
Tanzania, Ethiopia, and Kenya – the total grows to 80 percent of the extreme
poor.
Jim Yong Kim, World Bank Group President, 1 April 2014

127

Cancer is on the rise globally because of changing demographics and
changing lifestyles. Currently 14 million people a year are diagnosed with
cancer. That will increase to 19 million by 2025, 22 million by 2030, and 24
million by 2025. More than 60 percent of the world’s cancer cases occur in
Africa, Asia, and Central and South America. Breast cancer is on the rise
globally and has become a leading cause of cancer death in low- and middleincome countries. Planning for screening and treatment of cancer in low- and
middle-income countries is lagging behind. Any strategic approach towards
increasing access to cancer treatment needs to take into account the cost as
well as the complexity of treatment, and include measures to ensure access
to low-cost cancer drugs of assured quality.
The problem of high pricing of cancer medications is a global challenge.
While problems with access to cancer treatments are most serious in low- and
middle-income countries, they are by no means confined to those countries.
See section 2.1. Equitable pricing, and access strategies for low- and middle41
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income countries, will benefit from more sustainable pricing in high-income
countries. For example, the industry’s concern about flow back of lower priced
medicines to high-income markets or the use of reference pricing by highincome governments may be legitimate. But it will be easier to gain political
support for solutions if the prices charged for new cancer medicines were
more affordable in high-income countries.
The industry will maintain that research and development of new medicines is
dependent on high prices, and that any restrictions will hurt new drug
development. This is the current model for innovation: companies invest part
of their earnings into R&D for new products. Since this innovation model leads
to access problems, it seems necessary to look at alternatives to high prices
as the main means to fund R&D. One such alternative model is changing the
relationship between the cost of R&D and the price of the product, which has
become known as ‘delinkage’. One way to accomplish this goal is through
prize funds. In 2011 US Senator Sanders proposed an $80bn prize fund for
pharmaceutical innovation that would replace monopolies with prizes.128,129 In
2008, Bolivia and Barbados developed a proposal for a prize fund for cancer
drugs for developing countries. They proposed that developing country
governments introduce a system for rewarding the development of new
medicines and vaccines against cancer that would permit free entry by
generic suppliers for vaccines and medicines, avoiding monopoly control. In
return for ending the monopoly, the governments should agree to provide a
domestic system of rewards for developers of new products that is funded
through a fixed proportion of the budget for cancer (other bases for financing
were suggested).130 However, since 2008 nothing has happened with these
recommendations.
More recently, the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and
Associations (EFPIA) has acknowledged that delinking payment for R&D
costs and prices can be a viable model in certain cases, for example to
incentivize the development of new antibiotics. EFPIA is willing to experiment
with delinkage in special cases, but does not embrace a more general
application.
After the report of The WHO Consultative Expert Working Group appeared,
WHO solicited proposals for R&D demonstration projects. WHO required that
projects address new financing methods and specifically asked for projects
that promote delinkage of the cost of research and development from the
product price (see Box 9).
Box 9 – R&D demonstration projects
Demonstration Projects are aimed at developing health technologies
(medicines, diagnostics, medical devices, vaccines, etc.) for diseases that
disproportionately affect developing countries and for which identified R&D
gaps remain unaddressed due to market failures. The projects must
demonstrate effectiveness of alternative, innovative and sustainable financing
and coordination approaches to address identified R&D gaps. The selection of
projects will be based primarily upon the following considerations:
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they address research and development gaps related to discovery,
development and/or delivery of health technologies for diseases that
disproportionately affect developing countries, particularly those living in
poverty, and for which immediate action can be taken;
they utilize collaborative approaches, including open-knowledge
approaches, for research and development coordination;
they promote the delinkage of the cost of research and development from
product price; and
they propose and foster innovative financing mechanisms.

Source: http://www.who.int/entity/phi/demonstration_projects/en/index.html

Several R&D demonstration projects were submitted to WHO for the
development of cancer drugs. The 22 projects shortlisted by WHO’s regional
committees do not include cancer projects and the projects that will be
considered by the WHO’s Executive Board in 2014, with one exception, only
concern tropical neglected diseases offering little new in terms of models for
financing of medical R&D that could help break the cycle of high drug prices.
To break the cycle of ever-higher drug prices needed to sustain the costs of
R&D, new models for the financing of R&D need to be explored. Such models
should have, as a guiding principle, that they equitably serve both health
driven R&D and access to the innovations that are a result of such R&D. The
current debates at WHO in the context of the WHO Global Strategy and Plan
of Action on Innovation, Public Health and Intellectual Property offer a
platform for exploring new models. But opposition from powerful industries
and their home governments, strongly attached to monopoly ownership, is
likely to be fierce. To counter such opposition it will be important that low- and
middle-income countries make proposals based on burden sharing of the cost
of R&D. If all contribute, all should benefit.
Cancer is on the rise in low- and middle-income countries. However, in these
countries, treatment for cancer is often not widely available. Only 5 percent of
the global resources for cancer are spent in the developing world, yet these
countries account for almost 80 percent of disability adjusted years of life lost
to cancer globally.131 Increasing access to effective cancer treatments in lowand middle-income countries requires the development and implementation of
comprehensive cancer prevention, detection, treatment and care policies that
include palliative care and pain control. Non-price barriers to access to
opioids, for example, continue to be a problem in many developing countries
thrown up by international agreements targeting illicit trade in narcotic
drugs.132
There is an urgent need for advocacy for cancer care at the national and
international level. We have seen the strong role of civil society, the media
and health professionals as advocates for HIV treatment. In particular the
development of strong civil society in countries like India, Thailand, SouthAfrica, and other middle-income countries will be necessary.
Today, global action to increase efforts towards prevention and treatment of
NCDs falls far behind the need.133 There are, however, important international
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policy developments that can help stimulate action towards prevention,
treatment and care in the field of cancer and help bring the cost of treatment
down. Some examples are:
 The Global Task Force on Expanding Access to Cancer Care and
Control, established in 2009, published in its report in 2011 a wealth of
data and recommendations for action. These recommendations include
bringing cost down of cancer medicines, emphasizing how to deal with
high-priced patented cancer drugs. The Task Force has mobilized
many actors in the cancer field.134,135
 The UN Summit on prevention and control of non-communicable
diseases136 has put the spotlight on the need to close the divide in
cancer care. Hogerzeil et al. have drawn attention to the lessons from
HIV in lowering the price of treatments that may be applied for highcost patented medicines for NCDs, such as cancer.137 The summit has
elevated the attention to NCDs in low- and middle-income countries
and highlighted the need to provide access to treatment.
 The drive towards Universal Health Coverage (UHC) is picking up
speed. The goal of universal health coverage is to ensure that all
people obtain the health services they need without suffering financial
hardship when paying for them. According to WHO this requires:
• a strong, efficient, well-run health system;
• a system for financing health services;
• access to essential medicines and technologies;
• a sufficient number of well-trained, motivated health workers.
It is generally recognized that UHC will require that efforts to control the
cost of treatments are successful.
These global developments are important to create the political momentum to
strengthen healthcare for cancer patients at national level and take action
globally to provide guidance for treatment and care, share knowledge about
treatment cost and provide a legal framework to ensure treatment is available.
Box 10 – Specific recommendations for India
India should develop a national cancer policy for the prevention, diagnosis,
and treatment of cancer. Such a policy should pay special attention to
payment for care since most people in India today pay out-of-pocket.
According to the Indian Commission on Macroeconomic and Health
Financing, at least 70 percent of payments for healthcare come from
household budgets. A comprehensive cancer prevention and care policy
should include addressing pricing of cancer medicines. The focus on price of
medicines alone is of limited value without a true commitment to such a
policy.
India is home to important pharmaceutical companies that are capable of
producing low-cost quality cancer medicines. A rational selection of products
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for use in the national healthcare system will help create markets for essential
cancer products, many of which are not patented in India. India has signalled
its willingness to provide compulsory licenses for patented cancer medication.
The selection of candidates for compulsory licensing should be driven by
health needs and a national policy. The development of an essential cancer
medicines list for India would help to guide India’s IP policies, allowing its
generic companies to plan ahead. Compulsory licenses for the production of
generic cancer medication should allow production for export to countries that
lack access to these medicines and do not produce them themselves.
Specific recommendation to improve access to cancer medicines
Ensuring the availability of affordable cancer treatment will be a key element
in efforts to expand treatment access to many people who need it. The
following recommendations for action specifically deal with access barriers to
cancer medication.
 WHO to Develop Standard Treatment Guidelines (STGs) for
cancer
It is important that WHO develops and disseminates standard cancer
treatment guidelines for use in low and middle-income countries. STGs
provide important guidance to national health authorities and help them make
rational decisions about treatments and procurement of health products.
There is today much opportunity to expand access to cancer care with
existing low-cost products. Breast cancer provides an important example.
Twenty percent of breast cancer patients require trastuzumab (Herceptin) that
is prohibitively expensive today. Eighty percent of breast cancer cases can be
treated with older, less costly medicines. It is essential that governments take
action to ensure the price of trastuzumab comes down. But equally important
is making cancer care with less costly medicines available. Advocating for
affordable trastuzumab will be more effective in an environment where breast
cancer treatment and care is available to all women.
 WHO to make inclusion of cancer medication in the WHO Model
List of Essential Medicines a matter of urgency.
Inclusion of a medicine in the WHO EML is important for a number of reasons:
 it guides countries in rational selection of the most appropriate
medicines and thus helps rational and efficient procurement;
 it helps create a market for such medicines;
 it guides the prequalification of the quality of medicines.
In 2013 the WHO Expert Committee recommended a review of the oncology
section of Essential Medicines List. This review should take place urgently. It
will be an opportunity to include proven effective treatments (regardless of
cost) and provide a basis for further action to ensure availability and
affordability of these essential cancer medicines. Once cancer medications
are included in the core list, such a list can form the basis for inclusion in the
World Health Organization’s Prequalification Program’s Expression of
Interest, help attract low-cost quality generic suppliers and guide countries’
selection.
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 Establish WHO Prequalification for cancer medication
Prequalification of HIV medicines has helped to create the market of quality
antiretroviral treatments. The same should happen for anti-cancer drugs.
WHO should be asked to expand its prequalification programme and include
essential cancer medications on its expression of interest list. WHO should
also provide technical guidance for the regulation of biologics.
 Create transparency of cancer drug prices and availability
HIV has shown us that transparency of prices and sources of essential
medication is essential in bringing cost down and ensuring rational, efficient
procurement. An overview of price ranges by the Global Task (see Table 3)
shows wide ranges in prices paid for cancer medications in low- and middleincome countries. Publicly available drug price and source information should
be made available and regularly updated.
 Stimulate low-cost generic production
Given their strong manufacturing capacity and ability to commercialize
affordable health products, countries like Brazil, China, India, and Mexico
have the opportunity to serve the world as they prepare to manufacture
generic products for cancer. In the cases where generic manufacturing is not
possible because of a patent, licenses should be made available. Patent
holders should be incentivized to license their patents of essential cancer
drugs to generic manufacturers. The Medicines Patent Pool can provide a
model for health-oriented licensing and licensing terms. Licenses with a large
geographical scope help to create economies of scale and thus lower the cost
of production. Governments should provide compulsory licenses to generic
producers in the case a patent holder refuses to license on reasonable terms.
It will be important to protect the flexibilities in intellectual property law that
countries have to remedy the negative effect of drug patents. The use of
these flexibilities to increase access to cancer drugs is completely legal under
international law. Current TRIPS Plus demands by the US and EU in trade
agreements risk, nevertheless, eroding existing policy and legal options.
Countries have to intervene when patents cause access problems and patent
holders refuse to provide licenses to the patents.
 Ensure sustainable differential pricing
In cases of a single-supplier product, for example because of a patent,
governments should provide incentives to encourage companies to provide
cancer medications at significantly reduced prices so they are affordable for
low- and middle-income countries. This may require agreements at
international level on reference pricing to prevent high-income countries
demanding discount levels intended for low- and middle-income countries. A
very effective mechanism for differential pricing of patented medicines is
through licensing. Production of lower-priced products by generic companies
offers the steepest discounts. Because products produced under a license are
marketed under a different brand, there is no risk of flow back to high-income
markets, which has always been a concern of originator companies in
implementing differential pricing.
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Demands for cancer treatment in low- and middle-income countries will
increase and a response by health authorities in many countries is long
overdue. This lack of response cannot be explained by the high cost of cancer
medicines only. Many of the products used in cancer treatment are available
from multiple sources at affordable price levels. To make those medicines
available to cancer patients, governments should put in place, and sustain,
cancer screening and treatment strategies.
Newer medicines are often patented and thus only available from one source.
This means that there are no generic low-cost equivalents on the market.
Those medicines are often very highly priced and out of reach of people and
health systems in low- and middle-income countries. Essential cancer
medicines whether old or new, should be made available in the context of
cancer care. This will require action by governments and companies to ensure
these treatments are affordable.
From HIV we have learnt which mechanisms for bringing the price of
medication down work and which ones do not. For some cancer medicines
robust generic supply exists. In case of single-source cancer drug supply,
relying on differential pricing alone does not provide the sustained decrease in
price that is necessary. Robust generic supply of quality is essential. This will
require action from WHO to include cancer medication in the Essential
Medicines List and to offer prequalification of such medicines. Where patents
are barriers to access generic cancer medication, companies should offer
licenses and if they fail to do so governments should use compulsory
licensing strategies. However, for all of this to happen we need a vocal civil
society that demands drastic change in the current situation.
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